Our new Q10 Power "Special Edition“ within 25 ml.
For the energy surge within an hour Q10 Power „Special
Edition is a new and innovative symbiosis between the next
generation of energy-drinks und micronutrients. The energydrink of a new spirit of time – your partner, individual,
healthy, self-confident, prone for success, liberated, openminded, natural und exceptionally good – simply a premium
product. The combination of micronutrients of the next
generation ---now together with Q10 + NADH (Q1) + evening
primrose oil+ vitamin D3 + vitamin E & Vitamin B12
formulation as a drinking solution for immediate consumption
What is NADH? NADH is the reduced form of Nicotinic acidAdenine-Dinucleotide (NAD+), with a hydride Ion attached to
it. It therefore is being able to react in a number of energy
conserving processes within the cell, especially within
mitochondria. By using the reduced form it is an electrontransmitting co-enzyme, which takes part in a number of redox
reactions within the metabolic pathway of nerve cells. In
contrast to its oxidized from (NAD+) is pharmacologically
active. The extending feature of this new energy drink is its
unique combination of the important life conserving coenzyme
Q10, combined with an essential part in the energy production
of the mitochondrial transport chain, the NADH (also termed
as Q1), evening primrose oil, vitamin E, and vitamin B12 the
latter being a highly essential feature within the energy
production chain, which at the sane time also acts an a potent
nitric oxide radical scavenger.
NADH plays an active role in improving mobility, cognitive
functions and memory. NADH does this by stimulating the
production of brain neurotransmitters, and correcting some
brain chemical imbalances. NADH stimulates the production
of the neurotransmitters: serotonin, dopamine, and
noradrenaline or norepinephrine. In addition to its primary role
of producing energy, NADH triggers many vital chemical

reactions inside the cell. According to clinical research, it has
been demonstrated that NADH:
1. Acts as the driving force behind increasing energy
production and all the benefits that enhanced energy
brings. Increasing energy while reducing fatigue.
2. Plays a key role in cell regulation with positive physical
effects on blood pressure, cholesterol levels, sugar
metabolism, heart rate and more.
3. Plays a key role in DNA repair
4. Plays a key role in the repairs to worn out, wounded or
damaged cells.
5. Stimulates & increases the capacity of the immune
system to produce antibodies and fight foreign invaders
& disease.
6. It's the most potent biological antioxidant. Antioxidants in
the body, such as beta-carotene (a vitamin A precursor)
vitamins C and D, and selenium -- prevent cell damage,
and prevent a variety of diseases, like cancer.
7. It increases the synthesis of certain neurotransmitters in
the brain providing a positive physical effect on moods,
memory retention, and learning.
8. It increases the synthesis of other neurotransmitters
known to be effective in beating chemical based: alcohol
and drug addictions.
It increases the synthesis of neurotransmitters in the brain
known to be effective in correcting specific chemical
imbalances. Some of these chemical imbalances are the
physical causes of mental illness, anxiety, aggression,
depression, despair and hopelessness. Thanks to the use of
NADH (Q1) in der Q10 in the Power “Special Edition“ you
now have an energy supply with a long-term effect
NADH (Q1) provides the energy necessary for sufficient
cerebral function, resulting in an improved concentration and

efficiency as well as long term standby of vigilance when
immediate focused attention is demanded.
As a special bonus for all you nutrition-conscious people:
All ingredients are of natural origin !
Q10 Power Special Edition contains:
 NADH or Q1
 Coenzyme Q10
 Evening primrose oil
 Scientifically tested with proven bioavailability
 Finally a micronutrient, which in evidence-based studies
has demonstrated its efficacy especially in fatigue
syndrome, in Parkinson and even in Alzheimer patients
Q10 Power "Special Edition" is the perfect mix of natural und
endogenous substances, which gives you the extra kick, when
performance is required, such as stressful situations or when
you have to work overnight. Lastly, the mood benefits from
this action as a refreshing all senses follows any feeling of
being worn-out. Therefore, Q10 Power „Special Edition“ is
the all around power energy drink, which aside from its
concentrated Q10-NADH- power in a handy 25 ml vial, gives
you the taste of fresh lime, a tasty side effect. Q10 Power
„Special Edition“ can be considered the perfect companion,
always ready on call, may it be during longtime and tiring
driving, in school, to optimize performance during your
professional chores, at the sports field or even when being at a
party.
Q10 Power „Special Edition“ gives you back the power of
nature !
Q10 Power makes you fit and awake, faster in thinking, and
better in performance !
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Which at first sight sounded like an unbelievable promise, has
finally has become true, scientifically proven and is
undeniable. With then aid of the magic molecule NADH (Q1)
it is now possible to keep up power requirements over a period
of 8 hours as a quasi stand-by, and reactivate energy sources
within 1/2 hour. With this in mind either physical as well as
mental performance can be reactivated and maintained-and all
his without being a doping agent ! According to present
scientific belief, this co-enzyme is one of the potent anti-aging
remedies science has come across. Not without reason, nature
uses NADH as the first step in the metabolic pathway before
the full spectrum of energy extraction within mitochondria is
initiated. Thus, NADH is the material through which all other
nutrients in the metabolic cycle can fully unfold their effective
range NADH – the wonderful co-enzyme Q1 with the hard to
pronounce name Nicotinamide-Adenine-DinucleotideHydrogen is found in every cell and it is accepted by
scientists, that in case if a deficiency of NADH it may very
well be a cause for the formation of a number of
neurodegenerative diseases. And since neuronal cells are in
need of NADH to produce energy, the aging brain is deprived
of this essential substrate, resulting ion mental decline. But
aside from its capability to produce energy within the
mitochondria of cells, it also serves as a stimulator in the
production of the so-called happy hormones, dopamine and
epinephrine, both of which are significantly reduced in
patients with a degenerative disease of the central nervous
system.

